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Integrated assignment
Introduction
There is one integrated assignment to support these
materials:
Getting the job done.
This provides learners with an opportunity to extend and
apply the skills they have developed within their vocational
course and through the use of these materials. It is
structured in a similar style to Key Skills assignments, but
the content reflects learning from particular modules.

Introducing the assignment
Teachers should go through the assignment with learners to
check that they understand the tasks and have strategies for
tackling each one. Learners can be asked to produce an
action plan or checklist, to ensure that they are clear about
the demands of each task within the assignment. Learners
should be made aware of the signposting to the relevant
modules within the Materials for Embedded Learning if they
need to look back and check some skills.

Assessing learners
Learners are expected to complete tasks independently with
the minimum of teacher input. The marking scheme
identifies the units and elements of the National
Occupational Standards, Key Skills and the Adult Core
Curricula for Literacy and Numeracy.
Learners’ performance can be assessed on all three aspects
of the task or one specific area. Coverage of the National
Occupational Standards includes some performance criteria
and/or underpinning knowledge from the NVQ. Additional
questioning or observation of tasks may provide sufficient
evidence for learner portfolios.
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Integrated assignment
Getting the job done
People working in cleaning often have to manage their own
time in order to make sure that they complete several jobs
during a shift. They also have to know about the correct
equipment and products to use in different circumstances,
the risks involved in using each and how these risks can be
minimised.
In this assignment you will need to complete parts A–E.
A List all the jobs you do during a shift and work out the
amount of time you spend doing them.
B List all the equipment you need to do each job.
C Check the labels and data sheets on cleaning products
you use to be sure that you know about any risks
involved with using them.
D List ways of reducing the risks when using products and
equipment.
E Explain to a new colleague how to do the job.
PART A
Think about a typical shift.
1 Write each different job you have to do on a sticky note
and organise them into a workable order.
2 Add the amount of time that you spend on each job to
each label.
3 Work out the total amount of time you spend doing the
jobs.
4 Complete the first two columns of the table on page 17
using the information from the labels.
PART B
You may need to load your trolley up with everything you
need before you start work.
Think about all the equipment you need to do each job.
Fill in the third column of the table on page 17 with the
information.

15

Think about each part
of your job and write
each part on a label.
If you have problems
with this part of the
assignment, you could
look at ‘Using your time
efficiently’ in Module 1:
Maintaining service
delivery.

If you have any
problems with parts
B and C of the
assignment, you could
look at ‘Choosing the
correct equipment’ in
Module 2: Health and
safety.

Note
‘Equipment’ means all
the tools you need to
do the jobs.
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PART C
1 Choose one of the cleaning products you use regularly.
2 Read the label carefully.
3 Read the data sheet that goes with it to find out the
possible risks associated with using the product.
4 Complete the next column of the table on page 17.

If you have problems
with this part of the
assignment you could
look at ‘Safety data
sheets’ in Module 2:
Health and safety and
‘Labels’ in Module 3:
Cleaning.

5 Repeat steps 1–3 for the other products that you use.
PART D
1 Think about what you can do to reduce the risks
associated with using the products and equipment.
2 Complete the final column on the table.
PART E
A new colleague has joined the company you work for.
Explain to him/her how you do your job.

If you have problems
with this part of the
assignment you could
look at ‘Choosing the
correct equipment’ in
Module 2: Health and
safety.

Don’t forget to talk about:
●
●
●
●

●

how you manage your time
how you organise the equipment you need for the shift
the products you use
the potential risks associated with the products and
equipment you use
how you minimise the risks associated with the products
and equipment you use.

If you have problems
with this part of the
assignment you could
look at ‘Giving
information to others’
in Module 1:
Maintaining service
delivery.

Ask your teacher or a
colleague to take the
role of the new
employee.
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Job

Time
needed

Equipment
needed

Products
needed

Health and safety risks

Measures needed to
reduce the risks
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• Carry out your duties as instructed

• Carry out your duties at work

001.2

004.2

Performance criteria

• Carry out your duties as instructed.

• Carry out your duties at work.

• Present positive personal image to
customer.

• Maintain resource levels.

• Use resources effectively.

NOS/NVQ
refs

001.2

004.2

006.1

007.1

007.2

Part B: List all the equipment needed for the shift

Performance criteria

NOS/NVQ
refs

Part A: Work out the time spent on each job during a shift

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved
with
support

Achieved
with
support

• Organise and represent information in
different ways so that it makes sense to
others.

HD1/E3.4

• Judge how much to write and the level of
detail to include.
• Use format and structure for different
purposes.

Wt/L1.2
Wt/L1.5

Core curriculum elements

• Add and subtract common units of
measure within the same system.

MSS1/L1.6

Core
curriculum
refs

• Read, measure and record time in common
date formats and in the 12-hour and
24-hour clock.

Core curriculum elements

MSS1/L1.2

Core
curriculum
refs

Cleaning Integrated assignment: Getting the job done
This assignment relates to Units 001, 002, 004, 006 and 007 of the Occupational Standards and practises the skills developed in the following
Materials for Embedded Learning – Module 1: Maintaining service delivery, Module 2: Health and safety, Module 3: Cleaning.

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved
with
support

Achieved
with
support
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• Maintain resource levels.

007.1

Achieved

• Carry out your duties as instructed.

• Identify the hazards and evaluate the risks
in your workplace.

001.1

002.1

Achieved

• Judge how much to write and the level of
detail to include.
• Use format and structure for different
purposes.

Wt/L1.5

Core curriculum elements

Wt/L1.2

Core
curriculum
refs

Key Skills: Successful completion of this assignment will cover the following Key Skills:
Part A, Part B, Part C and Part D – Level 1 C1.3 Write two different types of documents ...
Part C – Level 1 C1.2 Read and obtain information from at least one document ...
Part D – Level 1 C1.1 Take part in a one-to-one or a group discussion.

Performance criteria

NOS/NVQ
refs

Achieved
with
support

• Use format and structure for different
purposes.

Wt/L1.5

• Identify the hazards and evaluate the risks
in your workplace.

002.1

Part E: Explain to a new colleague how to do the job

• Judge how much to write and the level of
detail to include.

Wt/L1.2

• Carry out your duties as instructed.

Core curriculum elements

• Use different reading strategies to find and
obtain information.

Rt/L1.5

001.1

Achieved

• Use organisational and structural features
to find and obtain information.

Rt/L1.4

Core
curriculum
refs

• Trace and understand the main events of
continuous descriptive, explanatory and
persuasive texts.

Core curriculum elements

Rt/L1.1

Core
curriculum
refs

Performance criteria

Achieved
with
support

Achieved
with
support

NOS/NVQ
refs

Part D: List ways of reducing the risks when using products and equipment

• Identify the hazards and evaluate the risks
in your workplace.

Performance criteria

002.1

NOS/NVQ
refs

Part C: Check the labels and data sheets on the cleaning products that you use

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved
with
support

Achieved
with
support

Achieved
with
support
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Mapping information chart for
Integrated assignment
Adult Core Curriculum

Key Skills

National Occupational
Standards/NVQ

Rt/L1.1, Rt/L1.4, Rt/L1.5

C1.1, C1.2, C1.3

001 Maintain service
delivery

Wt/L1.2, Wt/L1.5
MSS1/L1.2, MSS1/L1.6
HD1/E3.4

002 Ensure your own
actions reduce risks to
health and safety
004 Promote and maintain
service delivery
006 Develop and maintain
positive working
relationships with
customers
007 Control the use of
resources
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Springclean information sheet
TECHNICAL INFORMATION SHEET

SPRINGCLEAN
Code No. 06076
1. CLEANING TECHNIQUES BY HAND
These pictogrammes
form part of the BICS
Certified Premiere
Training System.
Full details are available
on request.

INTRODUCTION
Our range of high quality, extremely effective alkaline
cleaners are designed for the general cleaning and
degreasing of all hard surfaces and most floors. Effective
both in hard or soft water areas and in warm or cold
solutions, these products contain no abrasive materials
which might leave behind unsightly or harmful deposits.
First class results can only be achieved using the correct
equipment and products within the framework of a regular
cleaning programme. This product group forms a vital
and integral part of our comprehensive range of
environmentally friendly chemicals. Users in all sectors of
the cleaning industry may select with confidence those
products with precisely the right characteristics for the
tasks they have to undertake.
In case of difficulty in making the correct choice or for
further information on our cleaning and maintenance
chemicals, equipment and machines, contact our Head
Office.

Always use the minimum quantity of product when
carrying out any cleaning tasks. For spot cleaning and the
removal of grease and dirt from heavily soiled areas in
toilets and washrooms apply neat with a damp cloth or
sponge. Rinse then wipe with a dry cloth.
DO NOT USE ON CARPETS, FABRICS, CLOTH OR
LEATHER UPHOLSTERY AND POLISHED FURNITURE.
1.1 Spray Cleaning: Using a trigger spray apply diluted
product onto cloth or sponge and wipe soiled surface
clean. Wipe dry with clean cloth if necessary.
1.2 Washing: Apply diluted product with cloth or sponge
and agitate to loosen dirt. Wipe off solution, rinse with
clean cloth and fresh water then wipe dry.
1.3 Scrubbing: Pre-soak the articles or surface in the
cleaning solution, allowing sufficient time for the
chemicals to break down dirt and soilage. Hand scrub with
a suitable nylon hand pad or scrubbing brush until clean.
Wipe off cleaning solution and rinse thoroughly with fresh
water and clean cloth. On completion wipe dry.
APPLICATION

SPRINGCLEAN

CLEANING TASK

A mildly alkaline non-abrasive multi-purpose cleaner. A
viscous product, containing a fresh citrus perfume, which
has excellent vertical surface adhesion, to maximise
cleaning efficiency. For cleaning plastic, enamel, laminate,
ceramic, stainless steel, chrome, glass and paintwork.
Ideally suitable for routine maintenance of bathroom,
washroom, toilet and shower areas. Springclean is a nonscratch, ammonia and solvent free formulation offering
excellent limescum removal being based upon effective
water softener and mild acid presence. It also offers
excellent deodorant properties with its high citrus
fragrance.

1.1 SPRAY CLEANING (BY HAND)

1:25

1.2 WASHING

1:25

1.3 SCRUBBING

1:25

In formulating Springclean as with all our products, care
has been taken to consider the environmental effects of
the formulation and hence all components are Readily
Biodegradable. Similarly user hazard has also been given
equal consideration and all components are non-COSHH,
EH40 regulated and no hazard orange box is required.

RECOMMENDED DILUTION

SPOT CLEANING, BODY FATS

ALWAYS conduct a trial area with your chosen dilution to
establish results.
MIXING THE REQUIRED SOLUTION
1:25

PRECISE AMOUNT
OF PRODUCT
MEASURING JUG

The pH of the concentrate under typical analysis is 10.0.

NEAT

AND HEAVY SOIL

➞

1 PART PRODUCT
TO 25 PARTS
OF WATER

0.5 LITRE
TRIGGER
SPRAY

5 LITRE
BUCKET

10 LITRE
BUCKET

20 ml

200 ml

400 ml

MEASURE PRECISE
AMOUNT AS
INDICATED ABOVE

PUMP DISPENSER

DIRECTIONS
Always wear appropriate protective clothing and read
product label and Safety Data Sheet before use.
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1 8 16
25 ml
CAP OR BALL

1 10
20 ml
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Graphics
You can use a standard or high-speed
rotary machine fitted with a brush or
drive plate and pad.

You can use a standard or high-speed
rotary machine with a solution tank,
brush or drive plate and pad.

You can use a carpet extraction
machine.

You can use a double bucket mopping
unit which has a built-in wringer for the
mop.

Remove as much staining as possible by
working/blotting from outer edge
towards the centre.

This product can be used for cleaning
surfaces by hand.

The product is for use on hard floors
such as tiled floors.

The product is for use on soft floors
such as carpets.

24
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Release information sheet

It is important to test all textile surfaces for colour fastness before
carrying out any cleaning procedure. Always check that the chosen
cleaning technique is compatible with the type of carpet to be
cleaned.
These pictogrammes
form part of the BICS
Certified Premiere
Training System.
Full details are available
on request.

INTRODUCTION
Our range of high quality carpet care products has been formulated
for the periodic deep cleaning and routine treatment of all types of
carpet, rugs and upholstery.
The use of the appropriate carpet care product and equipment will
remove dirt, grit and dust, enhancing the appearance and
considerably extending the life of all textile surfaces and fibres.
First class results can only be achieved using the correct products,
machines and equipment within the framework of a regular cleaning
programme. This range makes it possible to select a carpet care
product with precisely the right characteristics for the task and
equipment available.
In the case of difficulty in making the correct choice or for further
information on our cleaning systems and extensive range of
cleaning and maintenance chemicals, equipment and machines,
contact our Head Office.

1.1 Pre-spotting: Use Release diluted 1:50 with water in a trigger
spray for treating heavily soiled areas prior to deep cleaning the
whole area by shampooing or extraction cleaning. Use a hand brush
to work the solution into the carpet pile. Care should be taken not to
overwet the carpet.
2. MACHINE CLEANING TECHNIQUES
2.1 Preparation of Areas: Before carrying out any deep cleaning of
carpets, all furniture should be removed. The area must then be
thoroughly vacuumed to remove all dust and grit. Any stains in the
carpet should be identified and removed using the correct product
and procedure. It is also advisable to check that the carpet is
securely fixed.
2.2 Bonnet Mopping: This technique is used to rejuvenate carpeted
areas in traffic lanes and to extend the period between deep
cleaning operations. The procedure requires a trigger spray and a
standard speed rotary machine with solution tank, instalok drive
plate and bonnet mop.

A low foaming carpet cleaner for use with all wet extraction carpet
and upholstery machines, including those with a built-in water
heater. It combines a low foaming surface active agent with antideposition properties and excellent odour neutralising perfume.
Using the recommended dilution ensures that Release is extremely
economical.

METHOD: Use Release diluted 1:50 with warm water in both the
trigger spray and solution tank. Lightly spray one side of the bonnet
mop and the first area of carpet to be cleaned to reduce initial
friction. Fit the drive plate and bonnet mop to the machine and
commence the cleaning operation at the furthest point from the exit.
Use the trigger spray or solution tank to keep the carpet damp and
work systematically through the area in sections, ensuring that
passes overlap. Do not overwet the carpet. Check the bonnet mop
frequently and reverse or change when dirty. On completion allow
the carpet to dry completely before dry vacuuming.

Release assists the removal of grease and dirt from carpets by
holding soiling in suspension for quick and effective extraction by
vacuum. This is achieved by employing the latest surfactant
technology which uses electrostatic repulsion to prevent emulsified
soils from being redeposited onto carpet fibres.

2.3 Carpet Extraction: A regular rejuvenation cleaning technique for
removing dirt and ingrained soiling from carpets to restore the
appearance and extend carpet life. A hot water extraction machine
is used, together with a dry vacuum, trigger spray and pieces of
protective plastic or foil.

Release may also be used for pre-spraying heavily soiled areas and
regular bonnet mopping of traffic lanes.

METHOD: Pre-spray heavily soiled areas using the method
described in paragraph 1.1. Read the machine instructions and
prepare a solution of Release diluted 1:50 with warm water in the
solution tank. Commence extraction at the furthest point from the
exit. Do not overwet the carpet. Work systematically moving the floor
tool backwards one metre at a time. Repeat the action if necessary
using suction only to ensure thorough removal of moisture. Using a
two inch overlap, clean the next one metre strip of carpet and
continue this method for the whole area. On completion allow the
carpet to dry thoroughly and dry vacuum. If the furniture is returned
to the area before the carpet has thoroughly dried, use the pieces of
plastic or foil underneath the feet to prevent stains occurring.

RELEASE ®

The water softening property of Release ensures the effective
operation of jet nozzles and needle control valves, reducing the
frequency of cleaning these components in hard water areas.
The pH of the concentrate under typical analysis is 11.0 –12.0.
DIRECTIONS
Always wear appropriate protective clothing and read product label
and Safety Data Sheet before use.
Our Carpet Care Products are suitable for both hand cleaning of
small areas of carpet and upholstery as well as the cleaning of large
areas with conventional machines and equipment. Always follow the
dilution ratios and methods recommended.
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1. CLEANING TECHNIQUES BY HAND

2.4 Upholstery Extraction: A deep cleaning technique used on large
chairs and settees to remove ingrained dirt. The equipment and
method are both similar to carpet extraction cleaning but a hand held
extraction tool is used, rather than the larger carpet nozzle and
wand.
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Explain this! cards
Explain this!
Your partner is your workmate.
Explain to your workmate that you’re on holiday
next week and won’t be at work.
Ask him or her to remind the supervisor.

Explain this!
Your partner is the person you clean for.
Explain that you will be late in tomorrow because
you have a doctor’s appointment.
Explain that you were late this morning because
of an accident on the road.

Explain this!
Your partner is your team leader.
Explain that you have not been paid for the
10 hours overtime you did last week.
Explain that you would like to increase your hours
from 17 to 27 a week on a regular basis.

Explain this!
Your partner is your supervisor.
Explain that you have not cleaned the interview
room because there is a meeting in there.
Explain that this means it will not be cleaned until
next week unless someone else can do it.

26
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Job description
JOB DESCRIPTION
DEPARTMENT:
SECTION:
GRADE:

PROPERTY SERVICE DEPARTMENT

CLEANING

POST NUMBER:

POST TITLE:

GRADE 1

CLEANING OPERATIVE

DATE:

1 JOB PURPOSE
To undertake varied cleaning as required, maintaining specified standards.
2 MAIN DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
a) To clean all designated areas to an acceptable standard, as specified.
b) To clean toilets, bathroom and washroom areas, including all sanitary ware.
c) To clean walls, windows and tiled areas, up to a height of 1.66 m (5ft 6 ).
d) To clean kitchens, including cleaning and defrosting refrigerators, cleaning down units,
cupboards and drawers.
e) To maintain the cleanliness of all cleaning equipment and to report immediately to the Cleaning
Supervisor any faulty equipment or materials.
f) To report to the Cleaning Supervisor any defects that may be noticed in floor surfaces or toilet
area, etc.
g) To undertake training duties of the same grade and to accept training for duties graded at a
higher level.
h) To carry out any other duties commensurate with the purpose and grading of the post that may
from time to time be determined.
3 SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY
None
4 SUPERVISION RECEIVED
From the Area Manager with day-to-day instruction from Working Supervisor/ Chargehand
Cleaner as appropriate.
5 CONTACTS OUTSIDE OWN SECTION
Staff at all levels.
6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS
a) All duties must be carried out to comply with the Health and Safety at Work Act, nationally
agreed Codes of Practice, relevant Statutory and Legal requirements and BS EN IS09002.
b) All duties will be carried out in the working conditions normally inherent in the particular job.
c) All necessary paperwork must be completed.
d) When Management requests duties of a higher grade post to be carried out, appropriate rates of
pay will apply.
e) May be required to vary normal hours of attendance and work on weekends or Bank/Public
Holidays as necessitated by the exigencies of the service.
The Authority reserves the right to vary the duties and responsibilities of staff under
conditions prescribed in national agreements. Thus, it must be appreciated that the above
duties may be altered as the future changing needs of the department may require.
Post No.
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Appraisal preparation form
Appraisal preparation form
Your annual appraisal is an opportunity to evaluate your own practice, to
recognise existing skills and to monitor progress. It is also an opportunity to
highlight concerns and discuss training needs.
In order to prepare for your annual appraisal, you are advised to think about
each of the following aspects of your performance and to note down any
points that you wish to discuss.
Remember that appraisal should be regarded as a constructive and
positive process.
Things to think about
Job knowledge

Training

Team work and
communication
with others

Time management:
● Punctuality
● Attendance
● Work planning
Appearance

Other issues

28

What I can do

What I’d like to be able to do

0:06
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Appraisal cards
I have a good
attendance
record.

I always arrive at
work on time.

I rotate products.

I handle products
carefully.

I get on with the
rest of the team.

I have made
progress with
these training
modules: (list
achievements).

I have attended
these workshops:
(list those
attended).

I coach and
support others.

I am determined
to get the job
done.

I know all
risks/dangers in
my department.

I have a positive
attitude to my
colleagues.

I deliver firstclass service to
customers.

I present myself
to the highest
standards.

I know our
services and
offer advice
about them to
customers.

I feed back
customer
comments to my
section manager.

I am aware of
security.

I am honest.

I keep the
equipment I
use in a clean
condition.

I work well as
part of the team.

I get my work
done in the time.

I keep my PPE in
good condition.

29
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Health and safety signs
What do these signs mean?

30
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Safety measures cards
Keep away from heat.
Do not smoke.
Do not burn the container
after use.

Wear protective gloves.
Only use on the
recommended surfaces.

Wear protective gloves.
If splashes get into the eyes,
rinse eyes immediately with
cold water.

Do not pour down drains
or sinks.
Dispose of the container
carefully.

Ventilate the room before
using.
Do not swallow.
Wear protective clothes.

31
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Safety signs and symbols
at work
Shape

black and yellow

blue

red

green

red

32

Place

Meaning

Yellow moveable ‘cleaning
in process’ sign in the store
room.

Danger – wet and slippery
floor
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Fire extinguisher symbols
FIRE TYPE

Class A: Cardboard,
paper, wood, textiles

Class B: Flammable
liquids such as petrol,
oils or paints

Class C: Fires involving
flammable gases

Symbol

Water

A

Foam

CO2

Powder

✓ ✓

✗

✗

Black

Blue

B
C
F

Class F: Chip-pan fires

Live electrical equipment

Colour Code

✓= can be used
✗ = cannot be used

33

Red

Cream

WARNING
An extinguisher should not be used for
any classes of fire that are not shown
as symbols on its label or wall sign.
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Fire action notice

Fire
action
ON DISCOVERING A FIRE:
1. Sound the alarm
2. Dial 999 to call the fire brigade
3. Tackle the fire with the appliances provided it is
safe to do so

ON HEARING THE ALARM:
1. Leave the building by the nearest exit
2. Close all the doors behind you
3. Report to the assembly point in the car park

Do
Do
Do
Do

34

not
not
not
not

take risks
stop to collect belongings
return to the building until authorised to do so
use the lifts
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Fire evacuation procedure

Fire evacuation
procedure
1

On discovering a fire in the office, break the glass on the fire
alarm and follow the procedure below.

1a If you hear the fire alarm, follow the procedure below.

2

When evacuating the office, ensure that all members of staff and
any visitors leave the building.
Pay particular attention to disabled people and make sure they
are evacuated safely.

3

Leave the building calmly. DO NOT RUN. DO NOT PANIC.

4

Stop at the assembly point in the car park, away from the
building.

5

Wait for the fire officer to take a roll call.

6

Continue to wait in the car park until you are given further
instructions.

DO NOT RETURN TO THE OFFICE UNLESS YOU ARE TOLD
BY THE FIRE OFFICER THAT IT IS SAFE TO DO SO.

35
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Hazards

36
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Safety data sheet extracts
S A F E T Y D ATA S H E E T
1. Product:

Bath and sink spray cleaner

3. Hazards identification:
Eye contact:

Irritating to eyes.

Skin contact:

Slight skin irritant. Prolonged or repeated contact
can cause dermatitis.

Inhalation:

Breathing in high levels of vapour/mist may cause
dizziness.

7. Handling and storage
Use only in areas from which all sources of heat, sparks and open
flames have been excluded.
Avoid skin and eye contact.
Smoking, eating and drinking should be prohibited in areas of use
and storage.
Store in a dry, well ventilated place away from direct sunlight.
8. Exposure control/Personal protection
Respiratory protection: A facemask should be worn when spraying
to avoid breathing in the fumes.

37

Hand protection:

Rubber gloves should be worn to avoid skin
contact.

Eye protection:

Eye protection designed to protect against
liquid splashes should be worn.

Skin protection:

Cotton or cotton/synthetic overalls are
normally suitable to protect skin against
splashes or mist particles.
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Health and safety law poster
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Spillage procedure
5.0 Spillage procedure
Spillage of non-bodily fluids
5.1 Place warning signs 1–2 metres either side of the spillage in the
direction of traffic flow. A cleaning trolley may be used to block
off one side.
5.2 Put on gloves. Inspect spillage. If the spillage contains ‘SHARP’
material, e.g. broken glass, splinters of plastic, DO NOT
HANDLE. Use a dustpan and brush to remove the sharp pieces.
These should be placed in a strong container and labelled as
‘SHARPS’.
5.3 Mop the spillage area with disinfectant cleaning solution and
remove any residue with a well rung out mop. Leave the area to
dry off naturally. If there is time, dry mop the area to aid drying
time.
5.4 When you are certain that the area is completely dry and hazard
free, remove signs.

Spillage of bodily fluids (vomit, urine, faeces or blood)
5.5 Sign and inspect the spillage. Put on a pair of disposable gloves,
ideally over rubber gloves. Tackle the spillage by using tools and
products from a spillage pack. If you have a pack, cover the
spillage with the absorbent granules. Alternatively you may use
paper towels or other absorbent materials. Remove the spillage to
a contaminated waste bag, preferably with a dustpan.
5.6 Mop the area with disinfectant solution, rinse and dry.
5.7 When dry, remove signs. Remember to place all contaminated
material into the waste bag, with disposable gloves being the last
item to be discarded. Dispose of the Clinical Waste by one of two
methods:
1. Large amounts of waste should be taken to a clinical waste
incineration point.
2. Small amounts of waste can be disposed of on site in a clinical
waste disposal unit, i.e. Nappy disposal bin, Sanitary towel bin.
Check this with your on-site management team first.
N.B. If a third party has slipped on a spillage before you were informed
or discovered it, inform your supervisor immediately so that an
accident/incident report can be completed.
Never leave a spillage unattended as it will represent a hazard.
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Blank accident record
ACCIDENT RECORD
1 About the person who had the accident
Name
Address
Postcode
Occupation

2 About you, the person filling in this record
If you did not have the accident, write your address and occupation.
Name
Address
Postcode
Occupation

3 About the accident Continue on the back of this form if you need to
Say when it happened.

Date

/

/

Time

Say where it happened. State which room or place.

Say how the accident happened. Give the cause if you can.

If the person who had the accident suffered an injury, say what it was.

Please sign and date the record.
Signature

Date

/

/

4 For the employer only
Complete this box if the accident is reportable under the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and
Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 1995 (RIDDOR)
How was it reported?
Date reported
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/

/

Signature
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Completed accident record
ACCIDENT RECORD
1 About the person who had the accident
Name
Address

Emily Purvis
3 Castle Street, Horsington
BL9 4FL

Postcode
Occupation

Cleaner

2 About you, the person filling in this record
If you did not have the accident, write your address and occupation.
Name
Address

Tori Smith
Summer View, Painwood, Horsington
BL3 8GE

Postcode
Occupation

Duty Manager

3 About the accident Continue on the back of this form if you need to
Say when it happened.

Date

25

/

08

/

05

Say where it happened. State which room or place.

Time

6:35 pm

Main female washroom

While cleaning the toilets,
2 different chemical cleaners were accidentally mixed in the toilet
bowl which caused a reaction. I opened the windows and took
Emily out. The reaction was minor. I took her to see the first aider,
who checked her over.

Say how the accident happened. Give the cause if you can.

If the person who had the accident suffered an injury, say what it was.

Coughing, sore throat, itchy eyes
Please sign and date the record.
Signature

Date

25

/

08

/

05

4 For the employer only
Complete this box if the accident is reportable under the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and
Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 1995 (RIDDOR)
How was it reported?
Date reported

45
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/

Signature
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For washroom surfaces, fixtures & fittings

Alkaline cleaner

springclean

1:25

• General cleaning by hand or using a trigger spray

5 Litres

CONTENTS

HEALTH AND SAFETY INFORMATION KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
In case of accident or ill health whilst using this product, seek medical
advice showing this container

A Technical Information sheet and Safety Data sheet are available on request

Neat

DILUTION

• Spot cleaning and removal of grease from heavily
soiled areas

DIRECTIONS

A mildly alkaline, orange perfumed, non-abrasive multi-purpose
cleaner. Suitable for cleaning all hard surfaces in washrooms,
showers and toilet areas.
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Machine carpet cleaner label

This machine carpet cleaner now includes the revolutionary anti-allergen
additive. It has been specially formulated to bring you the ultimate in
carpet cleaning technology.
● Effective in gently lifting out deep-down dirt and stains.
● Anti-allergen additive helps combat irritating dust-mite residues that
lurk deep within the carpet pile.
● Dries leaving a fresh spring fragrance – no sticky residues left behind.
● Safe for use on all carpet types, including pure wool.
● Suitable for use on upholstery*.
● Ultra-low-foaming formulation – requires no additional defoamer.

This machine carpet cleaner
contains amongst other
ingredients: less than
5% Anionic Surfactants,
Nonionic Surfactants,
Polycarboxylates, Phosphate,
Anti-Allergen Additive,
Perfume, Preservative.
Always test on a hidden area for
colour fastness.
*Check upholstery
manufacturer’s washing
guidelines.
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TO USE
1. Shake well before use.
2. Pour the required amount of
capfuls (one capful per litre
of your clean water tank
capacity) into the clean
water tank of your machine.
3. Fill the tank with hand-hot
water (max 40°C) to the level
indicated.
4. Now use your vacuum
washer according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

IMPORTANT

5. Do not overwet carpet.

Keep out of reach of children.
In case of contact with eyes,
rinse immediately with plenty of
water and seek medical advice.

6. For best results vacuum the
carpet when dry.

0:25
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Kills MRSA, HIV, Hepatitis B, Athletes Foot
and a wide range of bacteria

Virucidal, bactericidal, fungicidal
washroom cleaner

screen
DILUTION

Neat
Neat

1:50
1:50

1:10
1:25

5 Litres

CONTENTS

HEALTH AND SAFETY INFORMATION
In case of accident or ill health whilst using this product, seek medical
advice showing this container

A Technical Information sheet and Safety Data sheet are available on request

• Deep cleaning and hospital disinfection – HIV/HBV
• Sick rooms, shower areas, changing rooms, swimming pool
accesses and surrounds
• Light duty cleaning of floors and surfaces
• For toilet seat cleaning, use an accurate dilution, rinse
thoroughly with fresh water and finally wipe dry any excess
moisture using a clean cloth
• For internal toilet and urinal cleaning excluding toilet seats
• Sinks, drains and dustbins

Dilutions should be freshly and accurately prepared in clean containers.
Allow a minimum of 10 minutes contact time for each application.
Rinse with fresh water and dry. For heavily contaminated areas repeat
application and rinse.

DIRECTIONS

Screen deactivates HIV at 1:10 dilution in 10 minutes contact, Hepatitis B
at 1:10 dilution in 5 minutes contact and MRSA at 1:100 dilution in 1
minute contact. Passes the AOAC Fungicidal Test 1980 at 1:1000 dilution.
Passes BS.EN.1276:1997 at 1:50 dilution.

Bactericidal data:

A quaternary disinfectant, detergent, degreaser and deodorant with
combined virucidal, bactericidal and fungicidal properties. Recommended
for all areas requiring the highest standards of hygiene.
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Message cards
You accidentally broke a lamp
while you were cleaning a desk in
room 5.

You are going on holiday next
Friday for a week. You have
signed a holiday form.

Leave a message to explain this to
your supervisor.

Leave a message to remind your
supervisor about your absence.

You have been given a message
by a client, Mr Colin Jones, to
pass on to your supervisor. He
wants your supervisor to call him
on his mobile phone tomorrow.
Leave this message for your
supervisor.

You have descaled the kettle in an
office kitchen. For health reasons,
the kettle should not be used for
24 hours.
Leave a message to let other
people know about this.

You are worried about security in
the building you work in because
you keep finding the back door
wide open.
Leave a message for your
supervisor to explain this.
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The vacuum cleaner has stopped
working. You think the start
button is faulty.
Leave a note asking your
supervisor to have it repaired or
replaced.

You have only managed to clean
4 of the 8 washrooms in the
building during your shift.
Leave a message for Sam, the
cleaner on the next shift, so that
he can finish the job.

You need to inform all members
of staff in an office that you will
be cleaning each of their desks for
about 20 minutes tomorrow
afternoon.
Write the message you will leave
each person.
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Glossary
1
4

1
2

full containing a quarter of the amount that the
container is capable of holding
full containing half of the amount that the
container is capable of holding

acceptable passable, satisfactory
accurate correct, precise
additive something that is added to improve or
preserve something
advice guidance, suggestions
alkaline not acidic, substance with a pH above 7
allergen any substance that causes an allergic
reaction
allergic reaction reaction of your body (e.g. a rash,
sneezing, watery eyes) to a substance; hayfever is
also an example of an allergic reaction to pollen
annual every year
anti-aircraft (gun or missile) used to attack aircraft
antibacterial active against bacteria
antibiotic medicine that stops the growth of
bacteria
anticlockwise direction opposite to the way the
hands of a clock move
antidepressant drug used to relieve clinical
depression
AOAC Association of Analytical Chemists
(abbreviation)
appliance equipment or device (e.g. a fire
extinguisher)
appraisal an assessment of somebody or something
approximate fairly accurate but not exact
aspect particular part or characteristic of something
aspiration inhaling, breathing in
assembly point designated place where people
gather, such as during a fire alarm
assessment estimate of the quality of something
authorised permitted, allowed, given permission
bacteria microorganisms – tiny germs that can
cause illness
bactericidal something that kills bacteria
base bottom
boss person in charge of an employee
build on add to
burnish polish, make shine
capacity the amount (volume) a container can hold
caution warning
combat battle, fight
concentrated very strong or powerful, undiluted
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conditions of employment a written list giving
details of your responsibilities at work and what
your employer is responsible for; you should get
this within two months of starting work
conference a formal meeting of people with a
shared interest
confined small and restricted; not much room
confirm state that something is correct; make
definite
constructive serving a useful purpose
consumables things that can be used up (e.g.
cleaning solutions)
contact time amount of time a product is left on a
surface being cleaned before being wiped off
convert change
corrosive burns skin on contact, like acid
cross-contamination transferring of bacteria and
germs from place to place
cubicle compartment, booth, small room
dash short horizontal mark used like a bullet
point: –
data information about something
defrost thaw; get rid of the ice or frost from a
fridge or freezer
dermatitis inflammation of the skin, caused by
irritation by a chemical, for example, or an allergic
reaction
designated chosen, selected
dilute to make a liquid less concentrated (and
therefore thinner) by adding water
dilution rate guide to the amount of water to add
to the product to make it suitable for different
circumstances/uses
disciplinary procedure action that takes place if an
employee breaks their terms of employment
discrepancy inconsistency, difference
disposable intended to be thrown away after one
use
dispose of throw away
division part into which a scale is divided
duration amount of time between the start and
finish time; how long something lasts or takes
employee worker, member of staff
employer someone who pays people to work for
him or her, boss
ensure make certain
entitlement what you have a right to receive
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evacuation moving of people from a place of
danger to somewhere safer
evaluation the process of getting an idea of the
value of something (e.g. the amount, number or
usefulness of it)
excess more than is needed, spare, leftover
excluded not included, left out
exigency urgent demand or need
exposure contact with or being exposed to
something that could be harmful (e.g. a chemical,
too much sunlight)
fact a true statement
fastness the ability of a dye to keep its colour
without fading or being washed away
favour help, assistance or an act of kindness
fixed amount an amount that is always the same;
a standard measure
flammable catches fire and burns easily
fluid liquid
formal official; proper
formulated made up of
frequency how often something happens or has to
be done
fumes strong-smelling or hazardous gas or vapour
(e.g. smoke)
fungicidal something that kills fungi
gist general idea
hazard danger or risk
hazardous likely to do harm or cause damage
hereafter from now on
HIV human immunodeficiency virus (abbreviation)
hour unit of time; 60 minutes = 1 hour; 24 hours =
1 day
hygiene cleanliness and sanitation
improve get or make better
induce make happen, bring on
informal relaxed and comfortable
inhale breathe in
interview meeting, discussion, particularly in a job
application
irritant something that causes rashes or burns to
the skin
italics letters written in sloped writing like this
job description list of the main duties and
responsibilities to do with a job
litre standard metric unit for measuring liquids,
often abbreviated to l or L; 1000 millilitres
(1000 ml) = 1 litre; I litre is approximately
1 34 pints
location place, position
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maintain keep up the standard or appearance of
make a good impression do certain things that
ensure other people think you are competent
make progress move forwards, improve
manual an information pack or book
microorganism a very small living thing such as a
germ, bacteria or fungus
millilitre(s) standard metric unit for measuring
liquids, often abbreviated to ml; 1000 ml = 1 litre;
1 medicine spoon = 5 ml
minimum least amount
minute unit of time; 60 seconds = 1 minute;
60 minutes = 1 hour
monitor watch, keep an eye on, check
MRSA methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(abbreviation); a strain of bacteria that is
particularly hard to kill with antibiotics
multi-purpose can be used for more than one thing
NB nota bene; Latin meaning note well or pay
particular attention to this
neat not diluted or mixed with anything else
non-abrasive not rough or scratchy
opinion point of view or belief
paragraph section of text containing sentences
about the same area of a topic
particles tiny bits or specks
partition divider, something separating two areas
phosphate a chemical contained in many
detergents and cleaning materials
phrase a group of words
policy rules, course or general plan of action to be
followed in a company
positive helpful, beneficial; opposite of negative
present a positive personal image do things that
ensure people see the good side of your
personality, appearance and behaviour
procedure official way in which something should
be done under certain circumstances
professional manner acting in a way appropriate to
your job; responding to people based on work
standards, not your personal views
prohibited not allowed or permitted
prolonged long-lasting, over a long period of time
protective keeping from harm
pump action dispenser a device for measuring
small amounts of cleaning liquids accurately
(e.g. press a 25 ml dispenser once to measure
out 25 ml, twice to measure out 50 ml, etc.)
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ratio a way of showing the relative amounts of
substances in a mixture; often used to describe
dilution rates (e.g. ‘dilute 1:10 with water’: 1:10 is
a ratio, meaning using 1 part of product and 10
parts water)
receptacle container, something to put things in
recommended suggested
re-ignite start up/fire up again
relevant appropriate, related to the situation
replenish refill, stock up
residue remains, what is left over
responsibilities the things you have to do
review formal assessment of something
rights what you are entitled to
rotate products arrange products on the shelf so
that the oldest ones are brought to the front and
will be used next, and the newer ones are placed
at the back
sanitary hygienic
sanitaryware toilets, wash basins, urinals, etc.
scale markings on a measuring jug, for example,
showing volumes
scan look quickly through, for example, a piece of
writing to find particular words or phrases
schedule timetable, plan
several quite a few
short-staffed having too few people to cover the
amount of work
skim read a piece of text very quickly to get the
general idea of what it is about without reading
every word
solution a liquid that contains two or more
substances
sound verb meaning signal, ring out or activate
(‘sound the alarm’ means ‘set off the alarm’)
specialist relating to or involving detailed
knowledge in a subject
specific particular, detailed or exact
specification list of details, duties or conditions
specified shown, pointed out, clearly identified
standard level of quality
standard metric unit unit of measure that never
varies in size; metric units of measure are based
on multiples of 10 to help make calculation easier.
Millilitres and litres are standard metric units for
measuring liquids; 1000 millilitres = 1 litre
subject main topic or purpose of a text
substance liquid or material
suction drawing up into a container; method used
in vacuum cleaners and similar machines
summarise sum up, give the general meaning or
point
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supervisor a person in charge of a group of workers
symbol a picture or sign with a particular meaning
tackle (a fire) fight
talk discussion
temporary short-term, not permanent
terms of employment see conditions of
employment
textiles fabrics, cloths or materials
third party somebody other than yourself
ultimate the best of its kind
unauthorised not allowed or permitted
undertake do, take on
unique the only one of its kind
varied different sorts of, a range of
ventilate let air in
vertical upright (e.g. a wall is a vertical surface)
virucidal something that kills a virus
virus a microscopic organism that can cause
infection and disease

